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ABSTRACT
Optimizing applications for off-chip bandwidth usage has
become increasingly critical as computing resources in mul-
ticore processors have increased much faster than shared
resources, off-chip bandwidth and shared cache capacity.
While improved use of shared resources can benefit single
core performance, it is crucial for system with several active
cores, where the way each core uses shared resources can
directly impact the performance of sibling cores.

Although optimizing for memory bandwidth has been a
priority for decades, the tools to effectively profile applica-
tion memory accesses are relatively new. With such tools we
can uncover memory accesses that use shared cache capacity
and memory bandwidth inefficiently, and trace them back to
the original source code. This paper presents case studies of
using memory access profiles to uncover and explain criti-
cal memory access issues for three selected workloads. These
memory bottlenecks are resolved using commonly applicable
software optimization techniques. We then investigate the
throughput wall − the relationship between the drop in off-
chip traffic, post-optimization, and the resulting throughput
gain achieved. Our experiments for multi-execution[5] show
that, after optimization, the drop in off-chip traffic is re-
flected in the maximum throughput that can be achieved by
the optimized workloads relative to the original.

1. INTRODUCTION
The computing power of multicore processors is increasing

every generation with added number of cores (and threads),
consequently raising the memory bandwidth requirements[6].
The memory bandwidth bottleneck is already a limiting fac-
tor for delivering maximum throughput which comes with
leveraging the full computing power of all available cores. It
is a common prediction that the challenge of scaling memory
bandwidth will grow significantly as the computing resources
grow faster than the pin bandwidth on future multi/many-
core designs [17, 6].

Multicores are commonly used for co-executing several dif-
ferent applications simultaneously. This paper focuses on
multi-execution[5], running several independent instances of
the same application in parallel. Examples of this are pa-
rameter studies, typically in science and engineering with
one and the same application executed with different input
parameters, and ensemble calculation with multiple copies
of a simulation run simultaneously using different sequences
of random numbers. In such an environment all active cores
in the system behave in a near identical way, and share the
last level cache approximately equally[21, 9]. If the workload

being multi-executed is memory intensive, the active cores
can quickly saturate the memory bandwidth and slow down
the entire system.

Irrespective of the execution environement (co-execution
or multi-execution), a mature approach for tackling the mem-
ory bottleneck on multicores is to push workloads from be-
ing memory bound towards being increasingly CPU bound.
This requires improving the way data-intensive applications
use shared processor resources, i.e. memory bandwidth and
shared caches. Optimizing data layout to improve utiliza-
tion of data blocks fetched into the cache is key to solving
the problem related to shared processor resources.

Software optimization approaches put the responsibility
on programmers to ensure their application uses shared pro-
cessor resources efficiently. This is easier said than done,
as there is a lack of effective tools that can help program-
mers identify potential memory bottlenecks in their appli-
cation code. Despite this problem, analyzing and modify-
ing application behavior to reduce off-chip traffic is essential
and complements the ongoing efforts to scale the number
of cores in hundreds, where off-chip bandwidth is still con-
sidered a potential bottleneck. We investigate the feasibil-
ity of using commercial performance tools from Acumem[1]
to optimize slected workloads and observe the improvement
in their throughput performance on real hardware. Since
our concern is to study improved performance scaling in
multi-execution environment, we investigate the upper limit
of achievable throughput once the workload has been opti-
mized for reduced off-chip bandwidth usage; we term this
upper limit as the throughput wall.

This paper makes the following main contributions:

1. We investigate the throughput wall − the relationship
between maximum throughput achievable by the sys-
tem and the reduction in off-chip traffic after optimiza-
tion.

2. We discuss how common optimization techniques im-
prove cache utilization and reduce off-chip traffic for
memory bound workloads.

3. Finally, using throughput scaling, we demonstrate the
importance of reducing memory traffic for memory in-
tensive workloads. We demonstrate that reducing off-
chip traffic significantly benefits overall system through-
put for multi-execution environment, as well as single
workload instance performance.



2. MEMORY BANDWIDTH & THROUGH-
PUT SCALING

To demonstrate effects of growing memory traffic on over-
all system throughput we experimented with a parallel micro-
benchmark. The idea of the experiment is to observe the
speedup of the benchmark as aggregate off-chip traffic is in-
creased, by increasing the number of threads. We ran the
benchmark on AMD Phenom II processor, with cache-line
size of 64 Bytes for caches at all levels. The benchmark ac-
cesses an array, larger than the last level cache, with strides
of 8, 16, 32 and 64 Bytes. Irrespective of the varying stride
length, the total number of memory accesses and work per-
formed by the benchmark is always the same. Against ev-
ery memory access the benchmark performs a floating-point
multiply. The stride length can be configured to gener-
ate varying amounts of memory traffic. We consider four
configurations listed in order of decreasing memory traffic
as: very Memory-bound, more Memory-bound, less Memory-
bound and least Memory-bound.

The AMD Phenom II houses four agressively fast cores
that use out-of-order execution to hide memory latency by
exposing memory level parallelism (MLP). MLP can be lim-
ited due to data dependencies between successive memory
operations. However, for our microbenchmark there are no
data dependencies between memory operations, therefore
maximum MLP is explored.

Given that each data element in the array is 8 Bytes
(floating-point doubles), accessing the dataset with stride
of 8 Bytes results in full spatial reuse. Fetch utilization, the
average portion of cache-line used before eviction, is 100%.
Full-spatial reuse results in one memory fetch per eight mem-
ory accesses. We parametrize this property as fetch ratio,
the fraction of all memory accesses constituting off-chip traf-
fic. Here fetch ratio is 12.5%, shown in figure 1. With these
characteristics, the benchmark generates fewest memory re-
quests during its execution lifetime. Therefore, we can argue
that it behaves as least Memory-bound workload.
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Figure 1: Fetch ratio (as function of cache size)
for different strides. Fetch ratio drops to 0%, when
cache is large enough to hold entire working set.

Given that cache-line size in our case is 64 Bytes, an equal
stride (64 Bytes) will generate a memory fetch on every
memory access i.e. fetch ratio is 100% (figure 1), mak-
ing the benchmark very Memory-bound. This configuration

generates the most off-chip traffic of all, 8× that of least
Memory-bound. Fetch utilization will be lowest at 12.5% as
only one-eighth of every cache line is used.

In the same way we can assume 16 Bytes stride to be less
Memory-bound and 32 Bytes stride to be more Memory-
bound, with respecitve fetch utilizations 50% and 25% and
fetch ratios of 25% and 50% respectively. These configura-
tions generate intermediate levels of off-chip traffic between
the extremes of very Memory-bound and least Memory-bound.
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Figure 2: Throughput Scaling for growing active
cores

Figure 2 shows throughput measurements for the bench-
mark normalized to the throughput (number of floating point
operations executed per second) of least Memory-bound (100%
util) workload on one core.

From our experiment we observe that poor fetch utiliza-
tion significantly increases the fetch ratio, the off-chip traffic.
Growing number of active cores, each generating high mem-
ory traffic, saturate the memory bandwidth quickly. This
limits the throughput scaling of the multicore system.

For multi-execution, when memory bandwidth is saturated,
the maximum throughput achievable is dictated by the im-
provement in fetch ratio.

This can be observed by looking at how more Memory-
bound (25% util.) and very Memory-bound (12.5%) configu-
rations scale at 3 and 4 cores in figure 2. Throughput in both
cases is constrained due to saturated memory bandwidth,
however maximum throughput achieved by more Memory-
bound is 2× that of very Memory-bound, precisely because
of 2× lower fetch ratio (figure 1). This relationship between
the fetch ratio drop and increased throughput demonstrates
the effect of the throughput wall.

3. FETCH RATIO VS. THROUGHPUT
SCALING

Throughput scaling on multicores is related to workloads’
cache behavior and in particular their demand for memory
bandwidth. When multi-executing workloads, off-chip traf-
fic can be influenced by the effective cache share each active
core receives.

Figure 3 shows the fetch ratio as function of cache size, for
SPEC CPU 2006 470.lbm benchmark (We talk more about
this workload and how its fetch ratio is captured in sections
5 and 5.4). The workload has working set size larger than
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Figure 3: LBM fetch ratio - growing off-chip traffic
against decreasing cache share

512 MB, too big for any existing CMP cache to hold. Let us
assume that the size of the last level cache ($), shared by 4
cores, is 8MB. When executing in isolation (i.e. one active
core), the workload uses the entire 8 MB cache and sees fetch
ratio of almost 7%. Running identical workloads on all cores,
will cause the last level cache to be shared approximately
equally[21, 9], with each core receiving a fourth of the last
level cache i.e 2MB. The drop in cache-share per core will
increase the fetch ratio to almost 9.8% (against cache size
’$/4’). The increase in fetch ratio (∆FR) indicates more
DRAM traffic per useful work performed. At four active
cores, each core will generate off-chip fetches at ∆FR higher
rate compared to one active core to perform equal amount of
work in the same time. Increased memory requests per-core
and increase in the number of such active cores can staurate
the shared off-chip bandwidth, slowing down all cores and
delaying their workload completion.

We revisit the observation made in section 2 and aug-
ment the role of cache share as follows: For multi-execution,
when memory bandwidth is saturated, maximum achievable
throughput is dictated by the improvement in fetch ratio against
per-core cache share.

This defines throughput wall for multi-execution and forms
the basis for our motivation to explore optimization oppor-
tunities that improve fetch ratio against decreasing cache
shares.

If the off-chip traffic generated by a memory-bound work-
load is extremely sensitive to cache share (steeply increasing
fetch ratio curve for decreasing cache size), using more cores
may even result in reduced overall throughput. We refer to
this phenomenon as super-linear slowdown. The more mem-
ory bound active cores share the cache, the larger will be
the negative effect of extra DRAM traffic per useful work.

The SPEC benchmark discussed here, 470.lbm, experi-
ences super-linear slowdown when multi-executed on Intel
Xeon E5365. The total throughput (normalized to through-
put for one active core) drops from 1.5× at two active cores
to 1.45× at 3 active cores, and 1.4× at 4 active cores.

4. EFFECTS OF MEMORY ACCESS OPTI-
MIZATION ON MEMORY FETCHES

Optimizing memory accesses for data intensive applica-

tions, by improving fetch utilization, can reduce the overall
memory traffic generated by the application. We discuss
three basic types of cache optimization strategies, and their
effects on fetch ratio curves. Although there can be several
ways to optimize memory accesses as discussed in [15], most
of them build on improving spatial and/or temporal reuse of
cached data. The goal here is to motivate the effects spatial
and temporal reuse optimizations have on off-chip traffic.

4.1 Spatial reuse
Improving spatial reuse by improving data layout, or iso-

lating useful data, improves the performance of data-intensive
loops in workloads. Improved spatial locality of required
data in the cache increases the fetch utilization, thereby re-
ducing the off-chip traffic as only the required data is fetched
from memory and accomodated in cache.

Consider this example of structure splitting − a data in-
tensive loop goes through a large array of cache-line sized
structures, while using only half of each structure. The other
half doesn’t have any spatial reuse and essentially wastes
cache space. Optimizing data locality for such structures, to
use the entire cache line affects the fetch ratio curve along
both axis as shown in figure 4. The working set size shrinks
by 2×, since now it only contains data relevant to the loop.
The reduced working set consequently causes less data to be
fetched from main memory resulting in a 2× drop in fetch
ratio too. For hypothetical cache size ’s$’ where optimized
fetch ratio drops to 0%, the fetch ratio curve also moves to
the left indicating that the reduced dataset now fits in a
cache 2× smaller than the cache size (’L$’) required to fit
the original dataset .
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Figure 4: Fetch ratio improvement - inefficient
cache line utilization (red), full cache line utilization
(green)

The gain in single core throughput for small shared cache
’s$’ is expected to be significant. As the entire working
set fits in the cache, optimized workload’s (util. 100%)
execution is bound by CPU frequency and cache latency.
As discussed in section 3, fetch ratio benefit translates to
throupghput gain when multiexecuting workloads. Sharing
small cache for 4 active cores (s$/4) will limit the maximum
throughput gain for optimized workload to 2× that of orig-
inal (util. 50%), as 2× is the per-core fetch ratio drop.



4.2 Temporal reuse
Improving temporal reuse of cached data lowers the fetch

ratio, without actually improving the fetch utilization. This,
however, improves performance by reducing stalls caused by
last level cache misses, and reduces off-chip traffic.
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Figure 5: Fetch ratio improvement - no temporal
reuse (red) improved temporal reuse (green)

Consider a simple example of Loop fusion. Figure 5 shows
fetch ratio improvement for a microbenchmark where two
separate loops accessing the same dataset are fused into one
common loop by applying the operations of both the loops in
a possible stepwise fashion one after the other. Such a fusion
of disparate loops, working with same data blocks, would
gurantee immediate reuse of cached data, hence avoiding
premature eviction and refetching of useful data. The re-
sult is 2× drop in fetch ratio, because cached data is reused
temporally instead of being refetched after eviction. Large
and small caches benefit equally from such an optimization
as the working set size remains unchanged. Fetch utilization
remains unchanged after temporal reuse optimization.

4.3 Delayed Spatial reuse
Sometimes data blocks fetched into the cache are used

entirely but not immediately. We term such a reuse as de-
layed spatial reuse. One reason for this may be inefficent
accesses to the dataset, that almost seem random. Random
accesses to large entirely-relevant datasets can cause ineffi-
cient spatial reuse in a slightly different way. If the cache
is large enough to hold the cache lines fetched until they
are completely utilized, then spatial reuse is not a problem.
However, if partly used data blocks are evicted due to cache
capcity or conflict, then they will be refethched to use the
untouched data. The manifestation of this problem, in terms
of fetch ratio, is similar to bad loop order.

Consider the following simple example of Matrix addition,
where two matrices B and C are added and the result stored
in a new matrix A.

/* adding two matrices */
for ( j = 0; j< n; j++ )

for ( i = 0; i < n; i++ )
A[i][j] = B[i][j] + C[i][j]

The above pseudo code represents a bad loop order, as-
suming row major order. The loop references a new data

block in every iteration but uses only a part of it before
moving to the next iteration and referencing another block.
The loop returns to the same data block n iterations later.
If the data block is not evicted after n iterations (i.e. cache
size ≥ [n × cache line size]), then spatial reuse is guranteed,
otherwise it has to be refethced from memory.
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Figure 6: Fetch ratio improvement - partial spatial
reuse (red) full spatial reuse (green)

Figure 6 shows the fetch ratio of the matrix-addition ker-
nel, having a memory footprint larger than 128 MB. The
kernel uses only 8 bytes of every cache line in each itera-
tion. For such large working sets, once the last-level cache
capacity is reached, a cache-line is evicted every iteration
of the loop to fetch new data. Caches large enough (s$)
to hold fetched cache-lines until full spatial reuse may not
benefit much from this optimization. However, the fetch
ratio tends to grow significantly when the cache is shared
equally by more active cores, and the cache share per core
shrinks. As per our observation of throughput wall in sec-
tion 3, the decrease in throughput would be proportional to
the increase in fetch ratio against decreasing cache share as
more cores share the cache. Optimizing data layout or data
access to gurantee immediate spatial reuse resolves the issue
of increasing fetch ratio for smaller caches.

5. MEMORY ACCESS OPTIMIZATION &
ANALYSIS (CASE STUDIES)

We have optimized several different benchmarks from the
SPEC CPU2006 suite to improve their spatio-temporal mem-
ory access patterns, using optimization techniques built on
those described in section 4. From SPEC CPU 2006, we
present case studies for 470.LBM[4] and 462.LIBQUANTUM[3]
benchmarks. We also present the case of an open-source
project called CIGAR[2].

5.1 Experimental Setup
We draw our analysis for selected benchmarks, based on

fetch ratio behavior. We use commercial tools from Acumem
[1] to capture detailed information about memory access be-
havior of our studied workloads. Acumem tools sample ap-
plications on real hardware with very low overhead and pro-
duce almost hardware-independant information about appli-
cation overall Fetch Ratio, Miss Ratio, Cache Utilization and



Hardware Prefetching based on statistical analytical models.
Acumem tools explicitly point out code regions having the
potential of being memory bottlenecks, based on combina-
tion of the mentioned metrics specific to those basic blocks.

The goal of our optimizations is to modify this highlighted
code to improve the spatial and temporal reuse of data fetched
in cache. Memory access optimization for the given work-
loads is performed through manual code optimization. This
usually requires extensvie programmer insight into the work-
loads’ control flow, however our job is made easier by Acumem
tools that pinpoint memory regions and data structures with
low fetch utilization and high fetch ratio. We beirefly de-
scribe the memory bottleneck for each of our workloads,
and how they were resolved. Deatiled case studies for each
workload can be found in the thesis report[13]. Fetch ratio
and Cache utilization graphs presented here are produced
by Acumem profiling tools.

The processors (Intel and/or AMD) we considered for our
analysis in this section have 64 Bytes cache line.

5.2 CIGAR
CIGAR[2], developed by ECSL at University of Nevada,

Reno, is a machine-learning approach to optimization, that
combines genetic algorithms (GA) and case-based reasoning
(CBR). As it gains experience it takes less time to converge
to better solutions. CIGAR has been applied across a wide-
range of applications such as logic design and combinatorial
optimization.

5.2.1 Problem Description
CIGAR suffers due to sparse allocation of relevant data.

Most of the data blocks fetched into the cache are used partly
before eviction, due to cache capacity. Useful data’s evic-
tion also affects temporal reuse causing same data to be
refetched over and over again. This phenomena contributes
significantly to increasing the fetch ratio abruptly for cache
sizes that are too small to hold the working set, as shown in
figure 7.

Acumem tools point out the memory bottleneck in a data
intensive loop that runs for more than 90% of the application
runtime, and accesses an array of structures. Each structure
is 96 Bytes, of which only 8 Bytes are used during the loop.
Every iteration a new structure is accessed, causing at least
64 bytes (cache-line size) of data to be fetched into the cache,
of which only 8 Bytes are used. This results in extremely
low cache line utilization of 12.5% and significant waste of
shared cache space and memory bandwidth.

Another lesser executed data-intensive loop in the appli-
cation has similar memory access pattern and uses only 8
Bytes of data from each cache line. The fetch utilization for
this loop is also 12.5%.

The two data-intensive loops dominate more than 95% of
the application’s execution time resulting in overall cache-
utilization of less than 20% (figure 8) and fetch ratio of
2.5% for 6MB cache (AMD Phenom II). Four active cores
multi-executing CIGAR and sharing the cache equally will
abruptly raise the per-core fetch ratio to almost 22%.

5.2.2 Optimizing Memory Accesses
We solve the problem of sparse data allocation for both

the loops through replication of useful data. We replicate
the required 8 Bytes attribute from each structure in the
array into a new array that holds just these attributes; we

call it replicated attributes array. This way we easily isolate
useful data for the loops in memory. For every structure in
the original array (of structures), the required attribute is
copied to the corresponding index in the replicated attributes
array to maintain identical indexing pattern for both these
arrays. This optimization has the same effect on fecth ratio
as described for structure splitting (section 4.1).

Changes to the structures’ data are infrequent, but are
consistently maintained in all parts of the codebase by up-
dating the attributes in the corresponding location of the
replicated array also. Having done so, we replace the ineffi-
cient accesses to the original structures array, in the domi-
nating loops, with accesses to replicated array. This avoids
fetching the data not used during execution of the loops.

5.2.3 Optimization Analysis
Replacing access to original array with stride-one access to

the replicated array, gurantees full spatial reuse, effectively
increasing the fetch utilization from 12.5% to 100% for the
given loops and lowering memory bandwidth pressure.
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Figure 7: Fetch ratio for Original and Optimized
CIGAR

Figure 7 shows the fetch ratio of CIGAR before and after
optimization. The figure shows significant drop in off-chip
traffic and a significantly reduced working set, as indicated
in section 4.1. For our input sets, the working set shrinks
by a factor of five to 2MB, where it was almost 10MB for
the original workload. This shows that the original CIGAR
fetches almost five times the data actually required. For
caches larger than 2MB, optimized CIGAR will not use the
memory bandwidth at all once the entire active dataset is
fetched into the cache. In such a case the optimized work-
load’s performance would be bound by cache latency and
CPU frequency.

Figure 8 shows for optimized CIGAR, the spatial reuse of
fetched data is 90% for all cache sizes. This is 5× improve-
ment over the original application, which only uses 18% of
the data it fetches into the cache.

5.3 LIBQUANTUM
LIBQUANTUM[3] SPEC CPU 2006 becnhmark simulates

quantum computers based on the principles of Quantum me-
chanics. We use the ref input set for out analysis.
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Figure 8: Cache utilization for Original and Opti-
mized CIGAR

5.3.1 Problem Description
The Libquantum benchmark is characterized as extremely

memory bound, and has very high fetch ratio (figure 9), due
to poor spatial and temporal reuse. Data intensive phases of
the benchmark use fetched data blocks only partly. As a re-
sult cache space and shared memory bandwidth are wasted.

Three data intensive loops, dominating the benchmark’s
total execution time, access a pool of structures, using each
accessed structure partially. Only half of the cache line is
effectively used as the data intensive loops use only 8 Bytes
from the 16 Bytes structures. This results in poor spatial
reuse with only 50% cache line utilization, effectively wast-
ing equal memory bandwidth on transfering unwanted data
from memory.

Not leveraging temporal reuse contributes significantly to
increasing the fetch ratio here. The benchmark’s control
flow at several occasions makes successive calls to different
functions with identical loops, with only minor differences
amounting to operations performed on the data. Acumem
tools suggest that these similar loops work with identical
datasets, and can be fused. Temporal reuse opportunity is
lost here as these related functions work on identical memory
regions separately and refetch entire datasets over and over
again.

5.3.2 Steps for Optimization
As a first step to improving the fetch ratio, we improve

the spatial locality of useful data to have optimal fetch uti-
lization. We isolate useful data in memory by splitting the
structures accessed in the dominating loops. Each struc-
ture in the structures array has only two attributes (each 8
Bytes). For the spatial optimization part, instead of hav-
ing a large array of structures, we arrange the structures’
attributes in two distinct and independent arrays. So in-
stead of accessing the attributes through the structures in
the array, they are accessed directly through their respec-
tive arrays, termed attribute arrays. This well known non-
automatic transformation is often termed array-of-structures
to structure-of-arrays and is described in section 4.1.

Stride-one access to the new attribute arrays guarantees
two-fold increase in the fetch utilization (50% to 100%) for
the dominating loops. This also gurantees 100% memory
bandwidth utilization.

As a next step we do loop fusion for improving temporal
reuse of cached data (section 4.2). We do this by merging the
functions called successively, that have identical loop con-
structions and work on identical datasets. We then merge
the identical loops inside the fused functions.

5.3.3 Optimization Analysis
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Libquantum

Figure 9 shows the fetch ratio of Libquantum before and
after optimization. The optimized fetch ratio curve shows
dual optimization effects against 1) strucutre splitting which
shrinks the active dataset size by factor 2× due to 2× im-
provement in spatial reuse, equally lowering the fetch ratio
by 2× (section 4.1), and 2) loop fusion which lowers the
fetch ratio further (up to 3×) by improving temporal reuse
of fetched data (section 4.2).
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Figure 10: Cache utilization for Original and Opti-
mized Libquantums

Figure 10 shows the fetch utilization for optimized and
unoptimized Libquantum. Optimized Libquantum (both
spatial only and spatial+temporal) posts 100% fetch uti-
lization, showing that it uses all the data fetched into the
cache. The high fetch ratio and low fetch utilization for
original Libquantum show that the workload fetches a lot



of unwanted data, wasting considerable shared cache space
and memory bandwidth. In addition, refetching the same
dataset after its eviction from the cache also adds to the
fetch ratio.

5.4 LBM
LBM is a kernel that simulates incompressible fluids in 3D

using the Lattice Boltzmann Method. The LBM implemen-
tation under consideration for this case study is provided by
the SPEC CPU2006 floating point benchmark 470.lbm[4].
We use the ref input set for out analysis.

5.4.1 Problem Description
Figure 11 shows that LBM generates significant memory

traffic, sensitive to cache share. Delayed spatial reuse of
fetched data blocks results in their premature eviction from
the cache, with partial utilization. These data blocks are
refetched when needed later in execution.

More than 95% of the benchmark’s execution time is dom-
inated by a single data intensive loop. Here it performs op-
erations on each element of a fairly large source data vector
and a corresponding element of an identical destination vec-
tor. The reference input provided in the SPEC CPU 2006
becnhmark suite for LBM makes each of the vectors 204.5
MB in size, too large to fit in the last level cache. Both the
vectors represent 4D arrays. Each cell in the X-Y-Z plane
contains an array of 20 distinct 8-Byte cell properties. The
XYZ-cells are located in the vectors one after another in a
successive order, i.e. 20 properties for one cell are located
together, followed by 20 properties for the next XYZ-cell.

The dominating loop accesses 19 independent data streams
from each vector. Each stream uses a specific property from
all XYZ-cells, so subsequent elements in each stream are in-
dexed at distance of 20 elements (number of properties in
XYZ-cell) in the corresponding vectors. For the destination
vector, each stream starts at distinct and far off cells in the
XYZ-plane at the loop’s start. Whereas all the streams in
source vector start from the first cell in XYZ-plane. So for
the source vector spatial reuse is inherently guranteed, but
not for the destination vector.

Accessing data streams in the destination vector causes
sparse and inefficient memory accesses (since each of them
has distinct and far-off starting points in the vector and they
index successive elements with stride of 20). Accessing an el-
ement in a stream from destination vector, will pull 64 Bytes
(cache-line size) of data into the cache, where only a single 8
Byte property will be used by that stream. Rest of the data
elements in that data block belong to other streams and will
be used by them in some later iteration of the loop (causing
delayed spatial reuse). If the data block is evicted after be-
ing used partially, it will be refetched, wasting opportunities
of spatial reuse. Given LBM’s large working set, figure 12
shows that for caches as large as 8 MB the spatial reuse is
just above 60%, which results in significant off-chip traffic.
Detailed analysis of the benhcmark’s data layout and data
accesses can be found in the thesis report [13].

5.4.2 Steps for Optimization
Restructuring the destination vector to remove the stride

of 20 when accessing data streams’ elements can guaran-
tee immediate spatial reuse of fetched data. To do so, we
group related cell properties (i.e. cell properties occurring
in the same data stream) from all XYZ-cells, such that they

occur contiguously in memory. Restructuring the vectors
this way results in their memory mapping ordered into 20
distinct groups containing specific XYZ-cell properties. So
each group now contains a specific property of all XYZ-
cells, and is accessed by only one data stream. This one-
on-one mapping of cell-property groups and corresponding
data streams gurantees immediate spatial reuse, effectively
improving fetch utilization.

5.4.3 Optimization Analysis
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Figure 11: Fetch ratio for Original and Optimized
LBM

Figure 11 shows the Fetch ratio of the LBM before and
after optimization. Effects similar to inefficient loop order
(section 4.3) is evident from original LBM fetch ratio curve.
However, it is not simple to directly relate it to the problem
here, due to complex spatial reuse pattern of original LBM’s
data intensive loop. The figure shows the optimized fetch
ratio is lowered significantly and minimized to 5% all across
the size of the working set. Immediate spatial reuse (as
opposed to delayed reuse) is evident here as the fetch ratio
drops significantly and becomes constant, whereas the size
of active dataset remains same even after optimization.
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Figure 12: Cache utilization for Original and Opti-
mized LBM

Figure 12 shows that for optimized LBM, fetch utilization



is 100% for all cache sizes. Fetch utilization curve for the
original workload shows increasing spatial reuse with grow-
ing cache size.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate throughput gain for optimized workloads rel-

ative to the original through execution on real hardware,
using commercially available multicore processors.

6.1 Experimental setup
We perform throughput scalability tests using multi-execution,

running increasing number of workload instances simulta-
neously on equally growing number of cores. We bind the
workload instances to predefined cores. This is done to avoid
process migration and ensuing cached data migration effects.
The throughput speedup S for n active cores can be calcu-
lated with the following expression

S = ExecutionTime(1proc)
ExecutionTime(nproc)

× n

We have used various Intel and AMD platforms to test our
workloads. The results presented here represent the median
execution times from 10 runs on each processor. We dis-
cuss performance results in deatil for the AMD Phenom II
processor, and briefly present throughput results for other
processors. The specifications of the various Multicore pro-
cessors used for the runs are listed in Table 1

AMD Phenom II 2.8 GHz
4 cores
512KB L2 cache per core
shared 6 MB L3 cache

Intel Xeon 5520 (Nelhalem) 2.26 GHz
4 cores (HT disabled)
256KB L2 cache per core
shared 8 MB L3 cache

Intel E5430 2.66 GHz
4 cores
shared 12 MB L2 cache

Table 1: Processors’ specifications

6.2 CIGAR
Figure 13 shows the throughput speedup for optimized

and original CIGAR on AMD Phenom II. For one active
core the speedup for optimized CIGAR is 3.2×. Such high
speedup gain is expected from figure 7 which shows that at
cache size of 6MB (last level cache size for AMD Phenom
II) the fetch ratio drops to 0% and the application becomes
completely CPU bound. Original CIGAR on the other hand
has a fetch ratio slightly above 2.5% at 6MB cache size.
Under these conditions optimized CIGAR’s performance is
defined by the processor’s cache latency and how fast it is
clocked.

Throughput speedup for multi-execution is linear when
running 2, 3 and 4 optimized CIGAR instances simultane-
ously. Ideally, each of the cores running the application in-
stances will get an equal share of cache size. So when run-
ning 2, 3 or 4 instances, each core will have cache shares of
approximately 6, 3 and 1.5 MB. Figure 7 shows that op-
timized CIGAR fetch ratio is almost 0% for these cache
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Figure 13: CIGAR workload throughput for grow-
ing active cores (AMD Phenom II). Annotated num-
bers are execution time in seconds

sizes. This means that even in multi-execution mode all
the optimized CIGAR instances can fit their active datasets
in the last level cache and become entirely CPU bound.
This avoids optimized CIGAR’s performance from hitting
the throughput wall, and the throughput gain is 7.6× over
original CIGAR at four active cores.

For original CIGAR sharing the last level cache for 2, 3
and 4 active cores increases the fetch ratio from 2.5% to 10%,
15% and 20% per core (figure 7), significantly increasing the
memory bandwidth pressure. This results in limited overall
throughput and only slight gains for more than one active
core. Original CIGAR is memory bound and its scalability is
limited by the memory bandwidth. CIGAR is a good exam-
ple of how memory access optimization affects performance
and pushes the application from being memory bound to
being CPU bound.

Table 2 shows the throughput speedup for optimized and
original CIGAR on other multicore platforms for growing
number of active cores.

CPU CIGAR Throughput Speedup
1 core 2 cores 3 cores 4 cores

Intel E5430 Orig. 1 1.1 1.18 1.15
Opt. 8.9 17.2 21 24.5

Intel E5520 Orig. 1 1.24 1.42 1.55
Opt. 3.17 6.34 9.51 12.68

Table 2: Throughput Speedup for CIGAR

We observe super-linear slowdown (described in section
3) for Original CIGAR when going from 3 to 4 active cores
on Intel E5430. The overall throughput is reduced by 2.5%
from 1.18× to 1.15×.

6.3 LIBQUANTUM
Figure 14 shows the throughput speedup for optimized

and original Libquantum on AMD Phenom II. For single
instance the speedup for optimized LIBQUANTUM over
original is 2.1X. This significant speedup gain at one core
is due to optimal cache utilization (figure 10); besides that
improved temporal reuse (section 5.3.2) has a significant ef-
fect.
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Figure 14: Libquantum workload throughput for
growing active cores (AMD Phenom II)

For more than one active cores original LIBQUANTUM is
quicker at saturating the memory bandwidth and quickly de-
teriorates in throughput performance. Original LIBQUAN-
TUM has extremely high fetch ratio for cache size of 6MB
(i.e. one active core). Figure 9 also shows that the fetch
ratio is constant for cache sizes smaller than 6MB. So, with
more than one active cores in the system, the already high
off-chip traffic will increase proportionally.

Although optimized Libquantum has much smaller fetch
ratio compared to original (figure 9), the off-chip traffic gen-
erated is still signifcant and affects multi-execution on sev-
eral cores. This is why optimized libquantum posts lim-
ited throughput gains for more than two active cores (figure
14). However, the system posts considerable throughput
improvement even with three and four active cores, with
maximum throughput gain of 2.7× over original at four
cores. This gain is also in agreement with our throughput
wall observation (section 3), and deducable from figure 9
which shows 3× drop for optimized fetch ratio at cache size
1.5MB.

Table 3 shows throughput speedup for optimized LIBQUAN-
TUM over original on other multicore platforms. We can
again observe the throughput wall effect, where the through-
put gain at four cores is always limited by the fetch ratio
drop factor of 3×.

CPU LIBQ Throughput Speedup
1 core 2 cores 3 cores 4 cores

Intel E5430 Orig. 1 1.28 1.31 1.32
Opt. 2.3 3.5 3.65 3.8

Intel E5520 Orig. 1 1.76 2.29 2.6
Opt. 1.8 3.5 5.02 6.22

Table 3: Throughput Speedup for LIBQUANTUM

6.4 LBM
Figure 15 shows the throughput speedup for original and

optimized LBM on AMD Phenom II. For single core there
is only fractional improvement in the speedup for optimized
LBM, 1.02×, but the throughput improves significantly for
more than one active cores. Original LBM scales poorly
when multi-executed on more than one core and saturates

bandwidth at 3 cores (figure 15).
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Figure 15: LBM workload throughput for growing
active cores (AMD Phenom II)

Contrary to that optimized LBM scales well upto four
active cores. The maximum throughput gain for optimized
over original LBM is slightly above 2×, at four cores. This
gain is obervable in figure 11 where at cache share 1.5MB
(i.e. four active cores), the optimized fetch ratio is half the
fecth ratio for original LBM.

Optimized LBM scales better compared to original by
not wasting memory bandwidth on refetching partially used
data blocks. Improvement in spatial reuse and hence fetch
utilization (figure 12) significantly improves the way memory
bandwidth is utilized by each core running the workload.

Table 4 shows throughput speedup for optimized LBM
over original on other multicore platforms.

CPU LBM Throughput Speedup
1 core 2 cores 3 cores 4 cores

Intel E5430 Orig. 1 1.56 2.1 2.16
Opt. 2.0 3.66 4.48 4.64

Intel E5520 Orig. 1 1.63 1.88 1.94
Opt. 0.8 1.56 2.3 3.0

Table 4: Throughput Speedup for LBM

7. OPTIMIZING FOR HARDWARE
PREFETCHING

Effective and timely hardware prefetching helps lower the
Miss rate of a workload. This in turn improves performance
in terms of time to completion. We modify the optimized
LBM workload to improve hardware prefetching of useful
data. We add blocking to the optimized LBM to limit the
number of data streams being prefetched simultaneously, to
maximum of 10 instead of 40. We divide data streams from
the source and destination vectors into 4 blocks, where each
block is a collection of at most 10 streams from both vectors.
We then layout the main loop to work on data streams from
a single block for several iterations before moving to the next
block. This restricts the hardware prefetcher to fetch data
for only those 10 streams being used at any given point.
We found this strategy extremely effective on Intel E5430
and earlier related models that use the NetBurst technology,



capable of prefetching eight independant data streams[11].
The speedup for optimized-and-blocked over original LBM
increased significantly to 2.8× for one core. Throughput
scaling beyond two cores is limited due to constrained mem-
ory bandwidth, but the throughput gain for four active cores
is significant at 2.5×.
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Figure 16: LBM throughput for growing active cores
(Intel E5430)

From Figure 16 we see a pattern for the two optimized
cases, where both blocked and non-blocked LBM start satu-
rating the memory bandwidth at two active cores. By using
the hardware prefetchers appropraitely the overall through-
put improves for the optimzed LBM even further.

8. RELATED WORK
A plethora of work can be listed and discussed for au-

tomatic loop transformations such as loop fusion and loop
reversal. McKinley et al. [16], for example, discuss models
for calculating the cost of nested loops in terms of memory
references (or cache-line reuse). Based on their group-reuse
model they perform loop transformations such as loop fu-
sion, reversal and distribution to improve data locality and
hence loop performance. Our work differs due to the com-
plexity of automatically applying such optimizations to our
workloads. The LBM benchmark discussed in Section 5.4
has a problem that we descirbed as delayed-reuse, which
in essence is similar to loop reversal. However, the prob-
lem is caused by inefficient data layout and not simply due
to wrong access order. The optimization discussed for this
benchmark is not possible for compilers to apply. Similarly,
the case for Libquantum (section 5.3) applies the simple op-
timization of loop-fusion. However, the optimization spans
across different functions making it impossoble for compilers
to apply.

Sanberg et al. [18] look at improving performance of
SPEC workloads by avoiding caching of data with no effec-
tive temporal reuse (data that evicts useful data and wastes
cache space). They apply their technique to compilers to re-
place bullying memory accesses with non-temporal accesses.
Using this automatic tecnique, workloads cache useful data
for longer and improve on its temporal reuse and delayed
spatial reuse, effectively reducing the number of memory re-
quests.

Biswas et al. in their work on multi-execution [5] propose

mergeable cache architecture to reduce the active cores’ off-
chip traffic by merging cache blocks, containing common
data, belonging to different instances of a workload being
multi-executed. Their hardware approach aims at push-
ing processor (and cache architecture) design for improv-
ing multi-execution performance. We use multi-execution to
motivate the idea of throughput performance behavior for a
system with several active cores behaving in a similar fash-
ion. In contrast, co-executing heterogeneous workloads can
have very different effects on system performance, however
we consider investigating co-execution to be out of scope for
this paper.

Tseng et al. [19] investigate throughput performance and
scaling of real workloads such as IBM Trade and SAP-SD
on the Sun Niagra multicore, with increasing active cores
and active thread count per core. Their work differs from
ours in the sense that they look into the scalability behavior
of these workloads without introducing any optimizations to
the way the workloads access memory. They configure their
workloads to be CPU bound in order to isolate the pro-
cessor’s parallel peroformance and scaling behavior. They
investigate throughput scaling of the Sun Niagra processor
[14], efficiently designed to leverage TLP rather than ILP
and MLP. We investigate scaling behavior of our workloads
on agressive o-o-o architecures leveraging ILP and MLP.

Several works discuss optimization techniques for the LBM
benchmark [20, 10, 7] . However, the goal of this paper is
not to discuss benchmark specific code optimization method-
ologies, but to investigate how optimizing memory accesses
can improve the overall workload performance and scaling
on existing multicore architectures.

The basic spatial and temporal reuse optimizations dis-
cussed in section 4 are very well-known and have been used
commonly for performance optimization. In this paper our
interest has been to discuss their effects on cache use and
memory fetch behavior.

9. FUTURE WORK
We are currently investigating the energy benefits associ-

ated with our workload optimizations presented here. Some-
thing interesting in particular is to invesitgate the relation-
ship between improvement in fetch ratio, due to the simple
spatial-temporal reuse optimizations, and the total energy
benefit associated with it, including energy consumption in
CPU and the main memory. We are also investigating the
benefit of applying DVFS techniques, such as [12] to the op-
timized workloads to see how much performance gain can
be feasibly sacrificed to maximize energy benefit over the
original workloads.

10. CONCLUSION
In this paper we looked into the problem of throughput

performance bottleneck caused by inefficient use of shared
resources, such as last-level caches and memory bandwidth,
on contemporary multicore processors. The problem, demon-
strated through multi-execution, is that active cores with
high bandwidth demands saturate the memory bandwidth,
slowing down the entire system. With our microbenchmark
experiment we demonstrated growing off-chip traffic against
inefficient cache utilization, that eventually limits system
throughput. We then discussed the throughput wall − when
computations on the cores are mostly hidden behind mem-



ory accesses, then the improvement in throughput, after op-
timization, is bound by the factor by which off-chip traffic is
reduced. Whereas, if after optimization, the computations
on the cores are exposed, i.e. not hidden behind main mem-
ory accesses, then the throughput performance depends on
the processors frequency (as was the case with CIGAR, sec-
tion 6.2). We discussed how spatial and temporal reuse opti-
mizations affect off-chip traffic and working set size, and suc-
cessfully applied a combination of such optimizations to two
SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and a real workload (CIGAR),
improving their cache use and memory fetch behavior as ex-
pected. As a final step we demonstrated the impact of the
applied optimizations on throughput performance of these
workloads on three contemporary multicore platforms. For
the given workloads we recorded maximum throughput im-
provements of 7.6×, 2.7× and 2.1× on an AMD multicore.

Although we have used multi-execution to demonstrate
the importance of optimizing memory accesses for improving
throughput scaling on multicores, the analysis and solution
proposed here is not limited to workloads explicitly aimed at
multi-execution environments, and is generic enough to be
extended to any workload. The goal here is to identify a way
to improve the ecosystem for running several applications on
multicores.
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